
Our company is looking to fill the role of chase wealth management. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for chase wealth management

Use vision, analysis and first-hand manager coaching experience to unlock
business problems, cull information/trends and escalate nationally to build
compelling fact based recommendations
Create a culture of risk and control that acts with appropriate understanding
and urgency
Effectively resource and manage team of Supervisory Managers, who are
responsible for key administrative functions, including but not limited to
outstanding licensing requirements in supported region, effective execution
of e-mail reviews and monthly account reviews, concerns that arise from pre-
hire compliance checks, trade corrections, outside business activities, and
coordination of customer complaints
Ensure business and firm-wide initiatives are successfully driven by
Supervisory Manager team (ex
Develops and motivates the team by providing a compelling vision of shared
goals and objectives, sets high standards while empowering and holding
them accountable for meeting those standards, and assesses performance
and creates development opportunities to help others grow professionally
Seeks out ways to leverage and apply innovative ideas to enhance business
results
Document intake and indexing for routing to appropriate supervisory teams
for further review
Preparing and mailing service letters to Chase clients
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Qualifications for chase wealth management

Ability to identify key trends and issues within a given market and propose
ideas/solutions for training, possible technology enhancements and process
changes
Closely partner with the Supervisory Manager and be expected to manage all
day-to-day administrative, supervisory, and operational aspects for the
business in order to achieve our strategic objectives for a designated territory
Significant experience working with RIA web technologies
Certified Financial Planning designation strongly preferred
Lead, align, and monitor concurrent cross-functional regulatory examinations
preparations and responses
Chair and/or participate in working, preparatory, and review meetings with
various stakeholders, regulators, and/or senior management


